
Dear Sirs!

"TFM" LLC offers you to consider the cost of organization service of  receiving imported containers from the sea in
the Vladivostok Commercial Sea Port (VSCP) and their trucking to the Customer's warehouses. Our company has
a fleet of our own and rented container carrying vehicles, which allows us to transport the cargo with the greatest
possible speed and minimal costs. Our responsibility is insured.
 

Forwarding agent’s
remuneration.

 (including VAT 18%)

Terminal services
(VAT 0%)

Pass for trucking laden container out of the
port 20'DC/40'HC (including VAT 18%)

3540 RUB. 155,20 USD 2500 RUB.  

The cost of trucking  in Vladivostok (till station Zarya) is started from 6000 rubles / 20 ft container, from 7500 rubles / 
40 ft container (depends on the weight of the container and the distance to the destination). Standard time for 
unloading - 2 hours / 20ft container, 3 hours / 40ft container

The cost includes:
- storage within 14 days from the date of  containers discharging from vessel;

Additional potential costs:

Tariffs for terminal services not included in the rate: 

- dues and fees of the liner company which not included in the freight rate;

- use/limited-exceed usage of  liner company’s containers;

- operative service for transportation of the laden and return of the empty container to the port is 550 RUB per
operation (including VAT 18%)

- Excess container storage (VAT 0%):

From 10th to 25th day – 79/91 USD for 20/40-ft. container per day;

From 26th day 105/112 USD for 20/40-ft. container per day;

- Customs control (VAT 0%): 

-retrieval  of  container  for  inspection  or  sample  selection  with  probable  unstuffing  of  10% contents  of  the  said
container - 80/120 USD for 20/40-ft. container; 
-  retrieval  of  container  for  inspection or  sample selection with  probable  unstuffing of  50% contents  of  the said
container - 150/190 USD for 20/40-ft. container; 
-  retrieval  of container for inspection or sample selection with probable unstuffing of 100% contents of the said
container - 200/230 USD for 20/40-ft. container; 

Warehouse facility service provided for X-ray examination – 152 USD per container (VAT 0%):

Flexible discount system is applicable to freight forwarding services provided in the ports of Vladivostok and truck
haulage if any available fixed cargo flow.

For more detailed information and additional  terms,  feel  free to  contact Commercial  Department  (TFM):
phone: +7 (423) 249-51-51, ext. 602. E-mail: market@tfm.su; tfm@tfm.su
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